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Kaled, Davros. “Exterminate: Becoming the Supreme Being.” Dalek’s Digest, vol. 66, no. 6,
3281, pp. 36-47. TARDIS Databanks, doi:10.6312/fakedoi.2016.2000.
This journal article provides excellent insight into the creation of the “most superior
beings.” The article provides a brief history of the nuclear civil war on the planet Skaro
between two races: the Thals and the Dals. In addition, the article explains how after the
war-obsessed Thals won the war, they genetically mutated the once peaceful Dals and
created what are now known as the Daleks. The creation of the Daleks is a fixed point in
time that has forever changed the universe, paving the way towards the Time War and
leading to the destruction of both Daleks and Time Lords alike. This source was written
by the creator of the Daleks, making the source slightly biased. However, it is ultimately
a highly reliable source; the information provided comes from Davros firsthand and is
useful for researching and understanding this superior race. This article offers detailed
information on the creation of the Daleks, which is applicable to my research on the Time
War.
Oswald, Clara. “Run, You Clever Boy, and Remember.” ImpossibleGirl, GI Media, 2012,
impossiblegirl.co.uk/fakelink.
This website provides a first person account of how Clara Oswald became the
“Impossible Girl.” After the author jumps into the Doctor’s timeline, she is torn and
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spread throughout all of time and space in attempts to stop the Great Intelligence from
altering history by killing each generation of the Doctor all at once. Clara Oswald recalls
her many different lives to the best of her ability, some she remembers vividly, and some
she explains felt just like a dream. Although the source was written by Oswald herself, it
is hard to determine if the matters discussed are factual, as the only witness is the author.
Still, this is a fantastic source for anyone who is trying to better understand what exactly
happened to useful Doctor’s timeline and the role that the Impossible Girl played. This
source is especially applicable to my research, as the purpose of my paper is to better
understand the phenomenon of a singular person being in multiple points of time at once.
Tyler, Rose. I Am the Bad Wolf, 3rd ed., Notarealbook, 2005.
This book summarizes in clear language what exactly “Bad Wolf” means. All throughout
history, the phrase “Bad Wolf” has been scattered; however, until now no one truly
understood the meaning. In Rose Tyler’s autobiography, readers are finally able to better
understand what it really means to be the Bad Wolf. Tyler explains everything, from
originally not understanding what these messages throughout time meant to when she
discovered that she is the Bad Wolf. This source includes personal accounts not only
from the author, but also from fellow companions of the Doctor, including Captain Jack
Harkness and Mickey Smith. In addition, Tyler includes photographed moments of the
words “Bad Wolf” spread throughout time and space. With the multiple first person
accounts and reliable outside sources, this source is very reliable. This book is very
applicable to my research and has allowed me to have a better understanding of what
“Bad Wolf” truly means.
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